
Woven Heart  

Scissor  

Fob 

Grab from your stash: 

7- 1¼"x5"(minimum) strips different pinks/greens (see above) 

3-  4½" squares for heart backing and pocket 

1- 7" square for bias binding 

1- 12" piece of ribbon to loop shrough scissor handles 

1-  4½" square of leftover batting (you will want a thin batting for this 

Always losing your snips under that pile of 

scraps? This fob will help you find your pre-

cious scissors every time! 

Let’s get started: 

1. Determine which of your fabrics will be the accent squares. Stitch 3 strips to the accent 

strip (Fig. 1). Trim away each strip (Fig. 2). Press toward accent square. 

2. Lay out the pieced accent strips as shown in Figure 3. 

3. Flip top left strip towards top right strip. Stitch (Fig. 4). Press toward accent square. 

Size:  4½" high x 4½" wide 

NOTE: My scissors do stick out of the back  

pocket just a smidgen - that is how I like it. If 

you want a larger pocket, use 1½" strips and 

trace the heart template a little larger. 
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4. Flip right middle strip over top right strip, aligning 

with left edges. Stitch as shown. Press towards 

upper strip. 

5. Continue adding left middle, right bottom then left 

bottom strips. 

Fig. 6 



Scissor Fob, continued 

6. Cut out heart template at right and place over pieced “V”. Trim to match the  

heart. 

7. Place heart over batting and 4½" square (Fig. 7). Quilt as desired with walking 

foot. 

8. Cut remaining 4½" squares down to 4½" x 3½" rectangles.  

9. Sandwich ribbon (looped) between the 2 rectangles, right sides together (Fig.8) . 

Stitch across top, through all layers. Turn to right side (Fig. 9). 

10. Stitch around the edges as shown (Fig. 10). Be careful not to catch the ribbon 

loop in this stitching. Trim pocket to match heart. 

11. Let’s make some bias binding: Cut the 7" binding square in half diagonally (Fig. 11). 

12. Move triangle on bottom left to the right (Fig. 12) and stitch triangles right sides together, so that you have a parallelogram. 

13. Cut 1¼" strips from the angled edge of the shape (Fig. 13). Join 2 strips to bind one heart. 
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Scissor Fob, continued 

14. Bind with bias binding (this is a single fold binding)—start at the bottom of the heart, leaving a little extra at the beginning (Fig. 

14). 

15. Stitch binding around the heart, ending by turning the beginning binding to the right side, and stitching the end of the binding 

over the beginning of the binding (Fig. 15). Trim binding ends and fold to back side of heart and fold again to tuck raw edges 

under at stitching line. Hand stitch to back of heart. 

16. Thread ribbon loop through scissor handle (Fig. 16) and then guide heart through the ribbon loop and Voila! You have a scissor 

fob!  
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Heart template 
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